Touchscreen
Clothing Iron
Powerful Steam
Precise Temperature

• Introducing CHI® Irons: The only irons developed using he
same titanium-infused ceramic soleplate technology that
powers the flagship CHI® G2 Flat Iron for hair. This unique
soleplate provides the strength of stainless steel paired with
the smooth glide of a nonstick iron. The CHI® Touchscreen
Clothing Iron is scratch resistant, heats quickly and is
comprised of 400 steam holes for superior performance.

• From Hair to Wear™: Designed with a sleek look and

engineered for high performance, the CHI® line is the perfect
balance of style and function. Achieve the same trusted
results for your wardrobe as you expect for your hair.
Flawlessly styled hair makes your whole appearance fresh
and put together. Translate that feeling to your entire outfit for
a polished look from head to toe.

• First Touchscreen: You don’t clean your silk dress the same

way you wash your cotton jeans. Now let your iron
differentiate between materials, too. The first to feature a
touchscreen control panel similar to smartphone technology,
this new iron allows you to choose the material, temperature
or power for a customized experience in your home laundry
room. The touchscreen technology also provides peace of
mind with step-by-step heating alerts and an auto shut-off
capability.

With CHI Flat Iron Technology
®

Titanium-Infused Ceramic Soleplate
Over 400 Steam Holes
for Superior Performance
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Details
CHI® Touchscreen Clothing Iron (13103)
MSRP: $149.99 Available: July 2018
• Modern Style with Premium Materials: The titanium infused
ceramic soleplate is ultra-strong, abrasion resistant and
retains heat longer with non-stick and non-static finishes
resulting in smooth ironing every time.

• Even More Features: In addition to CHI® soleplate

technology, the CHI® Touchscreen Clothing Iron is a highpowered 1800-watt iron. It comes equipped with a sleek
handle with textured comfort grips, a unique easy to fill
water access, an easy to reach adjustable steam lever, a 10foot-long power cord and matte chrome accents.
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